Characterization of dihydrates prepared from carbamazepine polymorphs.
To clarify earlier literature suggesting its existence in more than one solid form, carbamazepine dihydrate was prepared from individual anhydrous carbamazepine polymorphs I and III. The resultant materials were characterized by thermal and spectroscopic techniques, including variable-temperature Fourier transform (FT) Raman spectroscopy. On thermal dehydration, the carbamazepine dihydrates formed different anhydrous polymorphs depending on both starting material and dehydration conditions. Under conditions where liberated hydrate water cannot readily escape from around the sample, the dihydrate originating from polymorph III reverted to polymorph III, but under conditions of lower humidity/moisture, this dihydrate reverted to polymorph I. The dihydrate originating from polymorph I reverted to polymorph I irrespective of dehydration conditions. These observations could be due to a trace amount of nonhydrated original polymorph existing in the dihydrate phase that acts as a seed to regenerate the original polymorph under conditions where liberated hydrate water cannot readily escape from around the sample during dehydration. No evidence was generated that supported the existence of true polymorphs of carbamazepine dihydrate.